Order unit normed linear spaces are a special type of regularly ordered normed linear spaces and therefore the first section is a short collection of the fundamental results on this type of normed linear spaces. The connection between order unit normed linear spaces and base normed linear spaces within the category of regularly ordered normed linear spaces is described in Section 2, and Section 3 at last, contains the results on Banach limits in an arbitrary order unit normed linear space. It is shown that the original results on Banach limits are valid for a greater range.
Introduction
Most, if not all, publications where Banach limits are investigated take place in an order unit normed real linear space. Order unit normed linear spaces are a special type of regularly ordered normed linear spaces and therefore the first section is a short collection of the fundamental results on this type of normed linear spaces, for the reader's convenience. The connection between order unit normed linear spaces and base normed linear spaces within the category of regularly ordered normed linear spaces is described in Section 2, and Section 3 at last, contains the results on Banach limits in an arbitrary order unit normed linear space. It is shown that the original results on Banach limits are valid in a for greater range. For a further generalisation of vector valued Banach limits in a different direction we refer to a recent paper of R.Armario, F. Kh. Garsiya-Pacheko and F. Kh Peres-Fernandes [1] . f C E C E ⊂ holds. A bounded linear mapping is called regular iff it can be expressed as the difference of two positive linear mappings [3] . 
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□ is a Riesz norm because of Lemma 1, (Ri 4) and the definition of ( ) * .
Reg Ord ,
In the following * □ will always denote this norm of regular linear mappings.
Note that Reg-Ord is a symmetric, complete and cocomplete monoidal closed category and the inner hom-functor
( )
Reg Ord , − □ □ has as an adjoint, the tensor product [3] .
Order Unit and Base Ordered Normed Linear Spaces
The order unit normed linear spaces are a special type of regularly ordered normed linear spaces , as are the base normed linear spaces [3] [4]. For investigating a special type of mathematical objects, however, it is always best to use the type of mappings most closely related to the special structure of the objects (the Bourbaki Principle).
Hence, for investigating order unit normed spaces we do not look at the full subcategory of Reg-Ord generated by the order unit normed spaces but introduce a more special type of regular linear mappings. 
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(ii) This follows from (i) (see [7] , 3.9 p. 128). □ Corollary 1. For order unit normed linear spaces , 1, 2, Reg Ord , E E − is a Banach space, with the norm
Reg Ord , E E − is a base normed Banach space (see [3] [4] [7] ). Definition 3. The order unit normed linear spaces together with the linear mappings
Ord Unit , f E E ∈ − constitute the category Ord-Unit of orderunit normed linear spaces which is a not full subcategory of Reg-Ord.
There is an equally important subcategory of Reg-Ord, the category of based normed linear spaces. 
The elements of ( ) 1 2 , Bs E E are monotone mappings, ( )
, Bs E E is a base set in ( ) 1 2 Reg Ord ,
, C E E denote the proper closed cone generated by ( )
is a base normed space of special mappings from 1 E to 2 . E The base normed linear spaces and these linear mappings form the not full subcategory BN-Ord of Reg-Ord (see [6] [8] [9] ), which is therefore a closed category.
What remains in this connection is to investigate special morphisms particularly adapted to these subcategories between spaces belonging to two different of these subcategories Ord-Unit and BN-Ord. We start this with investigating the intersection of these subcategories.
be a regular ordered normed linear space. Then E □ is a base and order unit norm iff
is the order unit and if we omit the index E at the norm, then
Bs E
E e e ⊂ = − ○ (see [7] ), 0 b e < < holds and :
C E This implies 0 d = and hence e b = which gives a contradiction. Therefore
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Bs E e = and the assertion follows as ( ) ( )
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Hence, the isomorphism is :
It should be noted that this isomorphism is an isomorphism in the category OrdUnit of order unit normed spaces and also in BN-Ord. So, loosely speaking, :
Bs E e ε = and extend ε positive linearly by ( )
: C E C E ε → which can be uniquely extended to Reg Ord ,
Denoting the order unit norm by
This is a slightly different version of the proof of Theorem 1 in Ellis [7] . Surprisingly a corresponding result also holds if 1 E ∈ Ord-Uni and 2 E BN-Ord 
Reg Ord , Reg Ord , E E − has the special structure of an order unit or base normed spaces, respectively.
There are different ways to generalize the structure of R in many fields of mathematics. In analysis one is primarly interested in aspects of order, norm and convergence. Now, essentially, R with 1, the usual order and the absolute value (considered as a norm) forms the intersection To show the invariance of 
Verbatim, this proof carries over to the equation
A new function is now introduced by ( ) 
follows which implies in, particular, ( ) 0
follows i.e. monotonicity.
Consider now, for , 1, 2, from the defining set of ( ). 
The proof of the remaining two equations of the assertions follows almost verbatim this pattern of proof and one gets:
and (6) implies ( ) 1.
because of (6) and the minimality of . 
which together with (1) yields ( ) ( ) ( )
and in combination with (1) and (10) gives (see [7] , Theorem 3.8.3, [13] , Theorem 3.2, [14] ) is a compact, base normed Saks space. The last assertion is obvious. □
The result of Theorem 8 is essentially the definition of a functor from any category with objects satisfying the assertions of Theorem 6 to the category of compact, base normed Saks spaces ( [13] , Theorem 3.1). This functor will be investigated by the authors in a forthcoming paper.
Summary
The main result of the paper offers a Hahn-Banach theorem for order unit normed spaces (Theorem 6) from which novel conclusions on Banach limits are drawn. The result of Theorem 8 gives rise to the definition of a functor which goes from any category with objects satisfying the assertions of Theorem 6 into the category of compact, base normed Saks spaces.
